
FUMC ESL 11-15-2018    Low Intermediate       Thanksgiving Lesson


Pronunciation: Thanksgiving begins with TH. Some students have a hard time pronouncing TH. 
Practice these words:


Take turns reading the sentences in this story. Answer the questions at the end. 

Jason and Li are celebrating their first Thanksgiving in the United States. They don't have any 
relatives living in the U.S.  So they have invited many friends to their house for Thanksgiving. Li 
bought a turkey. She plans to roast it in the oven. She has never made dressing before. She 
found a recipe for dressing online. She will try to make it. The recipe says, "Make a loaf of 
cornbread and crumble it in a pan." Li doesn't know how to make cornbread. She will have to 
look up a recipe for cornbread online before she can cook the dressing.


Jason will help Li. He volunteered to make the mashed potatoes. Jason says, "This recipe 
looks simple. I just peel the potatoes and boil them in water. Then I strain the water out and 
add butter and milk. Then I mash the potatoes into the butter and milk until everything is mixed 
together. I add salt and pepper and I am finished."


Li wishes her dressing recipe was that simple. The recipe said to mix the cornbread, bread 
crumbs, celery and onion together. Then she must add salt, pepper and sage. Finally she must 
add chicken stock and bake it. But Li isn't sure how much chicken stock to add. The recipe 
says add as much as you need to moisten the bread. Li is afraid she will add too much. She 
calls her neighbor. "Can you come look at my dressing, please. I'm not sure how much chicken 
stock to add."  Her neighbor comes over and helps her. Li feels better now. She puts it in the 
oven to bake. Now she will begin preparing the vegetables.


Several friends and neighbors asked if they could bring something to share. Li told them, "Yes, 
please bring desserts. I don't know how to make traditional Thanksgiving desserts."  One 
neighbor is bringing pecan pie. Another is bringing pumpkin pie. One neighbor is bringing 
cranberry sauce to serve with the turkey and dressing. 


On Thursday all of the friends and neighbors arrive. Everyone is carrying some food to share. 
Before the meal, Christians usually say a prayer of Thanksgiving. But Jason and Li are not 
Christians and neither are many of their guests. So Li decides to ask everyone to tell one thing 
they are thankful for. Then they eat the feast. It is all wonderful. Li gets many compliments on 
her dressing. After the meal, everyone is very full. "I am stuffed." says a neighbor. Can we turn 
on the TV and watch the football game. "Sure", says Jason. Everyone sits on the couches or 
on the floor and watches the game. Jason says, "Now I feel like a real American."


Questions:


think thank that thunder thoughtful those

cloth fifth width wealth path breath



1. Why didn't Jason and Li ask their relatives to the Thanksgiving dinner?

2. What does Li plan to do with the turkey?

3. Where did Li find a recipe for dressing?

4. Li does not know how to make one of the ingredients in the dressing. What is it?

5. What did Jason volunteer to make?

6. Describe how Jason will make mashed potatoes.

7. What do you do when you strain something?

8. Li isn't sure how much __________________________ to use.

9. Who does Li ask to help her with the dressing?

10. What did Li ask her friends to bring?

11. What did the friends bring?

12. Are Jason and Li Christians?

13. What does Li ask people to do before the meal?

14. What does Li get compliments on?

15. What do they do after the Thanksgiving meal?

16. What does Jason say he feels like?



